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C E A S E L E S S  F U N 
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 Somehow, the collective workforce’s assumption/assertion/trope about
hating Mondays seems to fall short of the sensation I experience once every week, in 
which I feel like I’ve fallen into a pit of nihilistic quicksand that resolutely obscures sight 
of all things except the hyper-frivolous, capitalistic, pseudo-benevolent real that I cur-
rently (but temporarily) occupy, leading me to the cultivation of adolescent, hyperbolic 
conclusions about life and death. Can I get this printed on a mug? 
The logical answer is, yes, but only if the mug-maker gets to contract some other work-
er or craftsman to make an equally absurd object, only with one more meta-level of 
abstraction. 

I work in unit 503 in a building with hundreds of units. The building is dead around me. 
Its halls are filled with caffeine ghosts and different portals leading to the same exact 
place: a graveyard of children whose parents told them they could be astronauts and 
lead singers. Focusing (consciously) on engineering something large and meaningless 
and (unconsciously) on undoing their own permeating existence, the collective dead 
demonstrate the quintessential hivemind, a concept endowed upon them by the science 
fiction of their youth.

 Somehow, I’ve realized that every anti-authoritarian thought I’ve ever had has 
been monetized and made available to me in an online store, where hundreds of thou-
sands of first-world anarchists and so-called ‘radical thinkers’ can express themselves 
through the medium of search history and Amazon recommendations. My Kindle con-
tents are a testament to how much I hate my Kindle. 
 There is a wage-slave somewhere in the world printing t-shirts with words that 
their great-grandchildren will say. She maintains ambivalence to my struggle and is, in 
my mind, a glorious human being.

The first steps I take, Monday morning, over the threshold of a shared, rented work-
space, induce something both chilling and nauseating. “I will die here today,” I tell myself 
as I march down a hall with no end, followed and preceded by voiceless saviors with 
unique intention and common action. My steps pound and resonate firmly; they contrib-
ute daily to the wear and tear of the brown tiles and underlying foundation. They will, 
someday, upend this place and stomp it out of being. Until then, we are here, lamenting 
attention and dripping dry tears across deforested white matter. 

F a n t a s y  R a m b l e r

 I’ve always wanted to use a sound-recording of a crazy street-person’s ramblings as 
material for a music project, but I can never get ahold of a quality recording. I want to show 
people what the world sounds like. I want to show people how little they know.
 I’m riding the bus, or walking down my street on a summer night or waiting for the train 
on the platform, and I hear that voice. The voice that, for the first 5 or 10 seconds, maybe even 
30 seconds in some situations, sounds almost rational, almost like a normal human voice. 
But then there’s a sharp change of topic, or an obscenity, or a completely incoherent string of 
words that you did not expect, that makes you think, “Oh, that person isn’t talking to anyone, 
they’re talking aloud to themselves, in public. They don’t have a good reason for talking— 
they’re crazy.” Looking toward the voice, a body materializes and it’s always what you expect. 
Maybe their skin is visibly dirty, or maybe their clothes are ragged and obviously appropriated 
from trash bins and handouts. They’re old, usually male, although sometimes you get women 
too, but definitely always old, at least, the ones that I pay attention to. 
 Now, this is where most people stop paying attention, get lost in their thoughts, put 
their headphones in, put their nose in their book and move on. But I don’t. Once a voice, a 
mind, a person, proves themselves to have no clear line of reasoning or coherent personal 
presentation, that’s when I really start tuning in, listening to the rhythm and meter of their 
voice, the themes of their ramblings, the undetectable lies and unbelievable truths, the rasps 
and chortles of genuine human vigor directed at no one as far as I can tell. I am immediately 
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compelled to draw connections between remarks and dissect the propositions for their unin-
tentional poetic substance, basking in what they are: the closest we’ll ever get to uninhibited, 
spoken-word stream-of-consciousness.
 One time, I got the nerve to bust out my phone and try recording a rambler’s voice on 
a bus. I had just gotten off work and it was almost dinnertime and the bus was full. I thought, 
“No one will notice. I’ll be very discreet.” And I was. I don’t think anyone saw me. But when 
I got home the recording quality was terrible and you could only faintly hear the words over 
the roar of the bus and the noise of other passengers and my own shifts and breaths. I could 
have made something great out of this material if the quality wasn’t so shitty. I was a recent 
art school grad, so in theory I should be able to work with that, incorporate the imperfections 
into the piece itself. But, in general, my music is very safe. It wasn’t safe in school, but it was 
now. If I’m being honest, I’m not entirely sure why my work keeps coming out so trite—bland, 
even. It sounds just like everything everyone else is making, and honestly it’s quite frustrating. 
I know some guys who could have used this recording, really used it, framed it so the audience 
would fully engage with the recording such that they’re happy, excited even, that the quality 
is bad. Make them think that a clean recording wouldn’t have done, and that everything was 
intentional even though it never is. I know guys who could work magic with this material. Don’t 
get me wrong, that guy is me—except in this one case it wasn’t. I deleted the recording.
Today, I’m on the bus. I’m sitting halfway back, behind the railing that begins the back section. 
It’s nighttime already, and the bus is only a quarter full. I’m not looking at the people getting 
on, but as soon as he gets on, I can tell he’s going to be a rambler. He’s clearly a frequent 
rider— the driver speaks to him, lets him on for free, laughs at his nonsensical greeting, even 
continues laughing after the rambler sits down.
 He isn’t sitting close to me, the rambler, but he looks at me. Five seconds pass, his face 
unanimated, lifeless, staring at me through cracked, wrinkled skin and untamed facial hair. 
Then, unfreezing, waking his face up with a harsh rumble in his diaphragm that travels through 
his tubes and brings life to pieces of his body, he says, “d’ya know who I am?” He’s really loud. 
The whole bus looks at him. I don’t know who he is, but even if I did, I don’t know if could have 
responded. “Who d’I look like? You seen me before.” Five more seconds of dead eyes, then, 
again unfreezing, “Nat King Cole. Mother. Fuckin. Nat. King. Cole. It’s in the eyes. See these 
eyes?” I give a convulsed nod, and look out the window. The driver and one other passenger 
are laughing. The rambler doesn’t stop. 
  “You know, you got big hands. Bill Clinton hands. This fuckass right here’s got Bill Clin-
ton’s fuckin hands.” I instinctively clench my hands, feeling their size, wondering if Bill Clinton 
actually has big hands. “You gonna play us some saxophone, Mr. President? Come on Bill, 
give us a tune. I ain’t gonna blow you for it, if that’s what your thinkin though.” I am uncomfort-
able, bordering on angry. I can’t think fast enough to say anything that would make me look 
any less exposed, make me feel any less helpless than I feel right now. I consider getting off 
the bus and walking the mile and a half to my apartment. But then he turns his attentions else-
where.
 “Everyone here, I assume, has read the holy book of our mighty lord and savior, the 
best selling book in the world, the Bible. I assume. When I was half my age, my pastor who 
was twice my age told me that I was the best sermon-giver he’d ever heard. I was only 26 
and he was old as dirt. Old as water. Anyone know why I was so good? Who’s got a guess? 
Young stallion like myself back in the day, good at preachin? How could that be?” No one other 
than the driver seems to pay any attention to him, and no one has a guess. “It’s because’ve 
two things. First, I’m full of grade A horse shit. Ask Bill over there. And second, I was fuckin 
his wife.” He spits out the last sentence like a punch line. The rambler and the driver laugh in 

 A woman in the back of the bus with her two children yells at him to shut up, but he 
doesn’t hear her. She yells again, and the woman next to me looks concerned. At this moment, 
the world felt hostile, not sexy. The driver of this bus, the conductor of a combustible metal 
tube, the man I am currently entrusting with my safety and punctuality, is laughing at crass 
nursery rhymes leaking from a mouth with barely any teeth, while other passengers are openly 
distraught with these words, this mouth, this person, this mind. 
 “My third wife,” the rambler announces, “was ugly like a horse. She was ugly like some-
one beat her with a shovel, and I ain’t ever beat her with a shovel. She was ugly like that right 
over there.” He points at an obese white man wearing a white shirt and shitty tie, sitting in the 
second row of seats. “U- G- L- Y. I used to fuck her with my eyes closed, a bag over both our 
heads, and a sheet between us, but I could still feel, feel, the ugly lookin at me.”
 The driver is hysterical, wiping tears from his eyes, growing reckless in his driving. He 
misses the stop that the overweight man pulled the chain for and he is going faster than he 
was before. I want to record this, capture it, present it to people and show them this thing hap-
pened and is happening all around them, but I am paralyzed by the force of the bus pushing 
my body along and the weight of the buildings lining the street leaning down on us. The ram-
bler’s words are filling up the bus and suffocating everyone inside—gasping for air is all that I 
can do.

unison, cackling at a frequency that harmonizes with the hum of the tires and engine-rumble. 
 The woman in the next seat turns toward me and says, “Typical 77 shit,” and then 
smiles. I flash a smile back, offering her the bare minimum response expected of a sane per-
son, and then ignore her. I hadn’t noticed her before, but she was probably in her early 30’s. 
Her skin is a little worn and her hair untidy, but her smile is cute, if not a bit desperate. It occurs 
to me, in this moment, not only that I could fuck her if I wanted, but that I now, in life, have the 
option of fucking women instead of girls. I think about this for a moment. I’m not sure it appeals 
to me, sex with someone older, someone more sure, more world-weary. I might go home and 
jerk off to the idea just because it’s new and conceptually erotic, but I’m not sure if the actual 
physical act would turn me on. Girls are pliable, familiar, the foundation that my modest sexual 
career was built on. There is a certain comfort in monogamy, but when you don’t have that, 
there’s also a comfort in fucking the same person in different bodies. Girls are impressed by 
my shitty music, don’t mind my sloppy housekeeping or my shitty diet. Women might lecture 
me, cry about stressful real-world things, demand more from me. I am an interesting person 
with eclectic taste to girls. To women, I probably need to grow up and stop thinking I am im-
mune to the hardships that have visibly affected their own eyes, hands, breasts, and faces.
 In the space between his own cackles, the rambler has been pumping out, on repeat, 
“Fuckin her good, fuckin her hard, up in the bell tower, pokin that piece’ve lard.” 
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 “My third wife got pregnant with two twins. But the twins, they couldn’t sit still or nothing 
and they fucked in the womb, and that’s how she died. I had to find a new wife cause these 
twins fucked all her nutrients away. Popping organs with their dicks like bam, bam, bam.” Each 
bam is accompanied by a thrust, aimed at no one in particular, but violating each passenger. 
It’s so loud. I am looking at no one in particular, but can see peripheral movements of discom-
fort and anxiety, like when all the leaves start to move when the wind finally picks up after a 
dead hot day full of dead time and dead sounds, when not even the clocks tick aloud and dogs 
lie still on the pavement and won’t move for anything.
 I stare at the passing shapes out the window. A car honks at our bus as we speed past 
it. I want to remove myself from the situation. I was always interested in ramblers and their 
thoughts, but the direct confrontation has somehow frightened me, made me feel sorry for 
ever thinking about exploiting someone’s insanity for art. As I finally tune him out, focusing on 
an imaginary bout of matronly sex with the woman next to me who certainly wasn’t old enough 
to be a matron, a burst of mixed yelling and laughter from several bus riders draws me back 
in.
 “Anyways, where was I in my sermon. Yeah. Oh yeah, so Jesus, in all of his love and 
kindness, says, he says to his followers, ‘do not unto me, what you would have me do to thy 
neighbor unless you were me yourself.’” He punctuates the last half of the Jesus quote like ev-
ery word is a sentence, an independent, unrelated thought. People jeer with angry faces and 
rows of teeth. Children cry. The driver laughs himself silly, barely looking at the road, bending 
himself around backward to try to get a look at the rambler. There is greed in his eyes, the 
same greed I feel sometimes—the greed that comes from being desperate for the circum-
stance that you are inside of to never end because as soon as it does the nostalgia will imme-
diately swallow you up. He doesn’t care that this moment comes at the expense of everyone 
else on the bus; it is his bus and his moment and his rambling entertainment. No one, least of 
all me and this driver, needs a reason for liking what they like, basking in cheap diversions and 
self-indulgence and the logical intersection of both, right here, on the precipice, gaping at the 
oddities of our narrowly-defined society. My toes push hard against the soles of my shoes as 
I look into the driver’s tear-filled eyes, oscillating between my own fear and empathy. 
 I feel it coming with my ears, through the projectile sonic patterns that precede the 
event itself. The lady next to me is still there. I can put my arm out, try to stop one or both of 
us from flying over the metal bar in front of our seats. But I don’t. I grab her hand. I know that 
this is the wrong response, but I also know that I don’t know her, and that there is comfort in 
the pretense of it all—the artificial intimacy found in marriage vows and open caskets.
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T h e  D o c i l e  B o d y
( t h e  p i c t u r e l e s s  p i c t u r e b o o k )

The body is docile. It is a docile body.

The docile body does not move unless prompted. The docile body does not engage unless 
prompted. The docile body is polite.

The docile body collects objects. The docile body is timid. The docile body says, “good morning.” 

The docile body consumes. The docile body does not create. The docile body likes Pinter and 
Arcade Fire.

The docile body asks for a promotion. The docile body uses its salary for redecorating the living 
room. The docile body weeps when alone.

The docile body knows about trends. The docile body has good ideas. The docile body is smart.

The docile body votes. The docile body exercises. The docile body roots for Manchester United. 

The docile body does not make eye contact. The docile body is a patriot but still critical of this 
nation’s foreign policy. The docile body shaves its pubic hair.

The docile body hates Comcast. The docile body is feminist. The docile body understands paral-
lel structure. 

The docile body is repressed. The docile body is adequate. The docile body likes other docile 
bodies.

The docile body is a collection of assigned and derived impulses, ordering around raw cutlets of 
forbidden meat. The docile body is unable to forgive itself when it looks in the mirror or gazes out 
over the ocean or recreates any such Hollywood-esque moments. The docile body is unable to 
separate its own life from the lives of its favorite protagonists. 

The docile body never recognizes that docility is only a product of subordination inherited via 
power structures and not some inherent state of being. The docile body has no authentic self. 
The docile body follows trends.

The docile body is special. The docile body is the exception. The docile body is always on the 
cusp.

The docile body has hands and feet. The docile body has a nose and ears. The docile body has 
mass and sensation and intention.

The docile body is docile. The docile body is a body. It is docile and has a body. The body is doc-
ile. A docile body. The docile body is a docile body.
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T h e m  F l a v o r s
 Fifteen minutes after he literally-last-minute cancelled his second date with a girl who, 
on the first date, told him she only had sex in the morning because she had sun-down-syn-
drome or something and couldn’t stop her PTSD from getting her emotionally riled up during 
evening sexual encounters, Chris’s dealer came over and they smoked a bowl and Chris 
bought an eighth and also a g of ketamine.
 “You got big plans or something tonight or what?”
 Chris laughed for a little bit longer than he intended and said, “Nope.” A few seconds 
later he thoughtfully added, “Just sippin down them flavors. Am I right?” The dealer left and 
then Chris got in the shower.
When he got out of the shower, wrapped in a towel, his feet still damp, his entire body clean,  
he made himself a gin and tonic. He sipped it and surveyed his closet. He put on the shirt that 
he wore when he didn’t want anyone to know he had a college degree and the pants that were 
tighter but didn’t chafe his thighs when he danced for a long time and the shoes that made him 
float across the dance floor. He downed several more gin and tonics.
 Chris turned his phone off and left it on his pillow. He didn’t need it. He left his jacket in 
the closet even though it was slightly too cold to not be wearing a jacket. He didn’t need that 
either. He put a can of beer in his pocket so he could drink it on the train. He certainly didn’t 
need that.
 Chris stumbled onto the train, his eyes already warming and relaxing focus, his tongue 
feeling around the boozy-dry inside of his mouth repetitively. There were people going all 

different places, none of whom recognized Chris or knew any details of his life. There were 
people coming home from late nights at the office, drunk people going to get drunker at bars, 
people with children shepherding the children back home. A child started crying near Chris. 
The woman who boarded the train with this child seemed weathered and tired and like she 
might not be up to even trying to calm this child, like she needed some help dealing with the 
kid and also with other things. 
 “You ever try this before?” Chris said, accidentally whispering, to the child, holding out 
his half finished beer. The child stopped crying and the woman was stunned but definitely less 
depressed-looking as she led the child away, glaring at Chris the whole time. The child looked 
back at Chris. “It wouldn’t—wouldn’t of hurt ’im,” Chris tried to explain. But the pair was just out 
of earshot in space and time now and it was Chris’s stop. 
 He got off the train and started walking. It was dark and the loudest noise was hip-hop 
leaking out from a pair of headphones wrapped around the head of a boy walking in front of 
Chris. This made Chris excited, he sort of wanted to dance behind the boy. He half-committed, 
turning his walk into a pattern of smoothly uneven steps. His feet stepped on cracks and non-
cracks alike, as his game was not one of luck, but one of energy and focus and turning up the 
volume on all of his movements.
  He tossed his empty beer into the trashcan except it didn’t go into the trashcan and in-
stead hit a woman walking her dog in the neck. This unintentional hilarity was evident to Chis, 
but lost on the dog-walker. Chris wanted a dog but wasn’t totally sure how to get one. “Hey 
lady,” spoke Chris, “do you gotta neuter that thing yourself or..?” The woman said something 
but Chris didn’t hear her response because he was trying to figure out if her tits were really that 
big or if she was wearing a push-up bra or what. 
 Chris wasn’t really convinced of the night’s excellence until he saw the bright sign. 
Them Flavors, highlighted by moving neon lights— pink, green, orange, and red lines creeping 
out from behind the letters, a psychedelic night-sun pulling bodies in toward it, introducing the 
phenomena of gravity and inertia and coherency to otherwise shapeless husks. His walking-
face turned into a toothy grin, and Chris suddenly knew he was where everyone belonged right 
now.
 He took a lap around the joint, looking for and at no one in particular, taking in the pe-
riphery with his flush, warm face, numb-tongued, knowing that he would serendipitously find 
the people he was meant to be with. At the bar, he approached a black couple. “Buy me a 
drink?”
“Uhh—no? Who are you?”
“They call me Chris. Or at least that’s my slave name.”
“Excuse me? Your what?”
“My slave name. My real name, Cunt-a-click-bow-wow, was stripped from me when—.” and 
they’re gone.
“Got em. Got em got em got em. Drinks on me,” he said to himself. 
 But that wasn’t the outcome Chris ever really wanted. He wanted to get talked back to. 
He wanted someone to say, “Hey, fuck you man. Fuck you and everything you stand for.” He 
wanted to feel hunted, persecuted, endangered. He wanted someone to stand up violently and 
push him into the bar, forcing splinters into his back, saying, “Shut the fuck up. If you say one 
more fucking word I’m going to bash your teeth in.” And then he wanted them to do it, to batter 
out his teeth one by one with a series of right hooks, making a nice neat pile of enamel, dentin, 
and blood on the barroom floor. He thought about the woman he had abandoned today and 
how a pile of organized organic dental-parts might be just the thing to get her in the mood to 
finally cure her OCD or whatever and have sex at night. 
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 When it was time to do drugs Chris made no ritual of it. Into the bathroom he went, and 
out he came with a line of K stuffed up his nose, snaking its way into the bloodstream, both 
crippling and intensifying perception, turning every movement into a lead-handed work of art, 
wiping away all concern for the previous life Chris had lived or the things he’d done earlier 
today, extinguishing the fire that is acute awareness at your own antisocial tendencies, drag-
ging you down into a dirt pit with no walls and pools of dark possibility, reducing interpersonal 
transactions and relationships to base feelings of pleasure and pain such that your husband 
becomes indistinguishable from the man who looked at you across the room and your hair 
stands on end no matter who is breathing down your neck as long as they are warm just like 
you, eviscerating and necromancing the possibilities of love and objective truth and danger 
and abuse and fleeting thoughts of suicide and meditative calmness until they are all one 
amalgamated zombie growing inside you, so large and so bloated that it eventually displaces 
everything but your skin and masquerades as you until it is forced into a grave next to decay-
ing strangers and primitive organic lifeforms unable to conceive of the mastery and knowledge 
and power that once surged through this rind of fear and flesh.
  When he did K he liked to do just enough so that his neck went all wobbly but he was 
still able to stand. He’d plant his feet right there in the middle of the dance floor, close his eyes, 
and tense and untense his muscles to the music, throbbing with the blasts of bass-frequency 
vibration. The first time he did K he couldn’t hold his head up and he just moved it back and 
forth to the music, imagining he was painting rainbows 6 feet above the ground with each turn 
of the skull. This was his special move; he didn’t have to open his eyes to know that everyone

was watching him. Look at Them Flavors, Chris thought they might say. Just look at em. They 
named this place for him and them flavors. 
 He was inside himself, on the dance floor, filing through his own innards for the things 
that made him special. He had pulled his bandana down over his eyes to force darkness, filing 
his vision with hallucinatory spots of violet and green, and his hands were flailing and clench-
ing vehemently, as if they had been so numb for so long that he thought maybe these things 
don’t even work anymore. Occasionally he’d hit someone; he didn’t avoid it. He welcomed the 
chance for those brief interactions, imposing on someone’s experience, forcing himself into 
their world, accessing a single data-point and extrapolating on what that person’s whole body 
must feel like. This made him dance harder. If he moved fast enough, if he were nimble and 
rhythmic and precise enough, he could figure out why life had been so cruel to him. At the 
intervals of stillness between earthquake bass pulses, he would yell out, shrilly, “WHERE ARE 
YOU?” at no one in particular, before smashing his feet hard into the concrete on every down 
beat, marching with a madness only brought on by the self-wrought euphorics of a western 
tribalism. This is what they call being alive. This is called living your fucking life. 
 He was a machine practicing the rituals of a forgotten foreign culture, a meticulous 
impostor mirroring every move and adding his own improvements to boot, a child discovering 
subjectivity, the duality of truth and untruth. The words just kept coming over him and this was 
counter-productive, contrary to his purpose here tonight. He did another line. 
 People stopped being people and started being wisps of colored energy zipping through 
his optic nerves. His mother was among them. Look at them flavors. Them. Flavors. He wasn’t 
sure if he was pissing himself or if his genitals were still there at all or if they had disintegrated 
with the gyration of his flesh, leaving behind a wet patch of ex-organ molecules leaking down 
his leg. He thought he might be a woman now. He was scared that someone might impale 
him, leaving his limbs jolting with the sub-bass rhythmic sensations as his bloodied torso hung 
limp in the middle of the room. This might have been revolting, if it weren’t a certainty that all 
the dancers would be dancing for him: relinquishing the kinetic power of their bodies into the 
ether at his behest. The music had suddenly become deafening and Chris wasn’t sure if he 
was screaming in shredding pain or silently experiencing an exquisite pleasure. 
 “I need to sit down,” Chris both said and thought. And he did, on a couch. It was unclear 
if his face rested on a cushion or a human being’s shoulder. Everyone belonged here. Every-
one needed to be here right now. Kids from Somalia and businessmen and women in burkas 
and the proletariat all needed them flavors. Them Flavors. This will change their lives. This 
will change the world. When he first sat down, his foot was still tapping, head nodding, eyes 
scanning-- but slowly, as if some ethereal force were pushing its weight on the carotid arteries 
in Chris’s throat, these movements began to fade and soon Chris was motionless, eyes stuck 
open at the floor. 
 The quickening rotation of his brain matter had transcended perceptible movement, 
train wheels moving so fast that they simply produced a piercing, high-pitched tone. He sat 
on the couch for minutes and minutes, his expressionless body confining the contents of his 
mind, the contents of his mind confining his consciousness, ostensibly a corpse. Chris em-
braced the uncanny stillness, unperturbed, a dreamer in a room full of sleep-walkers, collec-
tively imagining, summoning, and manifesting a rotting warehouse night club, illuminated by 
neon and strobe, perpetuated by hatred of the ego. 

 No one in the daytime streets ever knew what Chris was capable of. If only he could tell 
them. If only everyone could be there and see him for the conquering 21st century urban king 
that he was. If only they knew about Chris and his flavors, Them Flavors. Them flavors. 
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N i g h t l i f e  N i g h t l i g h t

I don’t go to bars. I don’t go to bars. I don’t go to bars. I don’t go to bars.

I do none of these things at the bar. They require effort at the bar, some triumph over bar-
induced anxiety, some willingness to discover the unknown elements of the bar. I leave the 
bar to smoke a cigarette without a lighter or a cigarette. I walk around the block, intending to 
take in some air and go back to the bar even though I know I will never go back into the bar. I 
do not go back to the bar. I don’t go to bars.

I am at the bar. Everyone at the bar sees me at the bar. I order a beer at the bar and sit at the 
bar. I know no one at the bar. I am alone at the bar. I look behind the bar, to avoid making eye 
contact with the other people at the bar. I am looking at myself in the glass mirror behind the 
bar. I look tough. Now I look sad and lonely. Now I look like I’m waiting for someone. Now I 
look tough again, at the bar. 

I want to sit at the bar like I sit in my recliner in my home—but I don’t; I sit at the bar like I’m 
sitting at a bar. I sit at the bar like I am conscious of people seeing me at the bar and occasion-
ally looking at me at the bar. I wish I were invisible at the bar, instantly appearing the moment 
I had the correct comment to say to a person at the bar that might cause them to like me.

I want to melt into the bar. I don’t want to be in this place, but I want to be a part of this place: to 
work myself into the woodwork, to understand the structural foundation of this establishment, 
to become one with the bar. I want to control the bar, to feel certain about the will of the bar, to 
dictate the trajectory of the bar through time and space. I want to own this bar, to captain this 
bar, to feel at home in the dark and flashing depths of this bar.

I am unhappy at the bar. The combination of people, sounds, mirrors, lights, tastes, and heat 
have constructed an environment that I do not find pleasurable. The bar is not my bar. I am 
unhappy that the bar is not my bar, because no bar seems to be my bar. I order more beer at 
the bar and contemplate how to have fun at the bar.

I could attempt to meet and sleep with women at the bar. I could attempt to make friends at 
the bar. I could attempt to network and find career opportunities at the bar. I could burden the 
bartender by talking to her at the bar. I could decide to test the bounds of social norms and act 
weird at the bar, yelling and dancing and looking around inappropriately at the people in the 
bar. I could devolve into nihilism at the bar, drinking and thinking myself into oblivion at the bar, 
fixating on various depressing topics such as the frivolity of a life lived going to bars. I could 
actively resist the bar, struggle against the capitalistic power of the bar, liberating the deceived 
masses from the bar’s draining grasps, ushering in a new era of post-bar society. 

Note, left on the kitchen table:

I have left to travel very deep into the wilderness to kill myself. Through 
this act, I will become reinvented: as a corpse, as dirt, as new life. 

100 years ago, I might have run away from home to live in California 
instead. But now, there is no mystery in society. There is no longer a way 
in which one can be uncategorized, hidden, and alive, without being 
simply alone.

I will miss you, but only as much as a goldfish misses its owner after it 
has been mistakenly introduced into an abyss of sewage. I think you will 
understand what I mean.
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 I want to start off by saying that none of the choices you make in life reflect who you 
are as a person- you can tell your friends that Al Miller told you so. I noticed that some of you, 
while walking in here, looked ashamed or something to be here, like you didn’t really want to 
attend this informational lecture on treating bed bugs, or like you thought I would judge you for 
A. ‘being a gross person who has bed bugs’ or B. ‘being a person who’s too stupid to google 
“how to deal with bed bugs” and instead had to pay 50 dollars to come to this lecture that was 
written entirely based off of a Wikipedia article and my own intuition.’
 Well none of that matters because this is a judgment free zone and all employees of 
the Southland Anti-Pesticide Coalition are on the same page when it comes to ‘life choices 
not reflecting who people really are,’ otherwise we’d all be judging each other for choosing to 
work at a non-profit committed to helping people find non-pesticide alternatives to problems 
that, essentially, really do require pesticides to fix. I myself was tricked into taking this job by 
someone having told me that this was a real issue that I could make a real difference with, not 
a futile defense of an essentially untenable position.
 Anyways, now that that’s out of the way, it’s my pleasure to formally welcome you to my 
presentation. My name is Al Miller and this presentation is called “Don’t Let The Bed Bugs Bite: 
Presented by the Southland Anti-Pesticide Coalition: An Hour and a Half Journey through the 
World of a Nearly Harmless Pest.” The presentation will be an hour and a half and you only 
get cookies and punch at the end if you stay awake for the whole thing and don’t leave for a 
fifteen minute bathroom break in the middle. Technically I’m not supposed to use food as an 
incentive, according to my boss, since you’re here of your own free will and paid us far more 
than you should have, but I find that this bending of the rules results in a much more attentive 
audience and ultimately I want you all to learn as much as possible here and, most importantly, 
withholding food from people who are rude to me is the most power I get to wield over other 
human beings in my day-to-day life and I crave the opportunity to use it. I kind of think we’d all 
like to power-trip or be Hitler or someone if we had the chance but most of us are too lazy and 
just can’t muster up all that energy to create political hegemonies or commit genocide. If you 
need to use the restroom use it now and please save all questions for the end.
 Let’s start with some history. Can anyone tell me about the history of bed bugs in 
the U.S.? No  one? Well, bed bugs were eliminated from this country in the 60’s with the 
pesticide DDT. For reasons that no one really knows, beg bugs experienced a resurgence in 
2005. My boss tells me to use the word globalization here and talk about increased air traf-
fic to third world countries but I don’t want to discourage any of you from traveling abroad to 
help out disadvantaged peoples, not that you really seem like the type of privileged white folks 
who spend time traveling to other countries to help people. But just in case let’s just assume 
that the resurgence of bed bugs had absolutely nothing to do with travel. So yeah we pretty 
much nuked the hell out of the whole country with DDT and killed all the bed bugs but guess 
what? Bed bugs now are ‘DDT-resistant’ on account of their short life cycle and ability to adapt 
and evolve more rapidly than most other forms of terrestrial life. To be fair, we can’t be totally 
certain of this DDT resistance nonsense- I mean, I haven’t tried using DDT on a bed bug so I 
don’t personally know if it’s true or just ‘bullshit that my boss told me’ so that we can give you 
one extra reason to not use pesticides. You know it isn’t even clear why we don’t want you to 
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use DDT or more importantly low-toxicity pesticides because they’re only vaguely linked to 
negative health impacts, and even that is kind of contentious and not really a consensus-in-
the-scientific-community or anything. I mean I’ve read studies that say it causes cancer and 
maybe that’s true but doesn’t almost everything cause cancer these days? Maybe it does work 
and the resistance line is a lie though so, I don’t know, use your judgment. I trust you because 
you’re proactive people who seek non-pesticide alternatives to pest problems. I guess the way 
that I don’t personally know about DDT working or not working is kind of like how I don’t know 
most things to be personally true, like from my own experiences- like I don’t actually know 
if the earth is as big as it is or if all the people with Wikipedia pages really did all the things 
that wiki-editors said they did. Right? You guys know what I mean; I’m not out of line here am 
I? Similarly, I frequently worry that all my friends and family and all the people I interact with 
aren’t there anymore when I can’t see them. Like I’m on a treadmill and when I pass things 
up they fall off the treadmill and stop existing until I treadmill my way over to them again. This 
fear frequently leaves me with separation anxiety, mostly revolving around my parents and 
my girlfriend and my best friend from high school. Though, I wish my landlord would just stay 
disappeared! Am I right? Yeah. You got it.
 At this point in the presentation I’m supposed to show you a video of bed bugs. It’s really 
viscerally gross and disgusting and I don’t totally get why we show it because it’s not like we 
need to convince you that bed bugs are bad. Like, you all already have them and you’re here 
to rectify that- you know it’s gross. Fuck I mean I can see like 20 bites on this guy sitting right 
in front of me. Come on man I can tell you’re scratching at them and picking at the scabs- you 
gotta stop that you’re in public man! Those bites are so gross and you’re so out of touch with 
your presentation of yourself that you’re literally making me self-conscious. Like, am I doing 
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anything and/or revealing anything about myself that’s equally embarrassing? I’m bad, I’m 
gross, but I’m not on this guy’s level, right? I already get all hot and sweaty and shaky when I 
give these talks because public speaking is nerve-wracking I don’t need another thing to worry 
about up here goddamn. In case you were wondering, yes, I am one of the 7 or so percent of 
people who have to shit real bad when they’re nervous. I forget what it’s called. I try my best 
to shit before the presentations so that I won’t have to leave, but it’s always one of those shits 
that leave behind a really viscous and copious residue and you have to wipe like 10 times to 
get all of the shit off of your asshole hairs. So if I smell like a combination of shit residue and 
sweat, it’s just because I’m nervous. 
 The bed bug, when in it’s larval form is white, rice shaped, immobile, and slightly small-
er than a grain of salt- like a grain of salt is one-point-two millimeters from end to end and a 
bed bug larva is one-point-zero millimeters or something. A full grown, fully fed bed bug is 5 to 
6 millimeters long and is about the size and shape of an apple seed. It’s kind of bizarre to think 
that something the size of an apple seed is causing you so much distress that you had to come 
sit in this shitty community center on a Saturday morning. Like it has control over your life. If 
this were a girlfriend, I’d say you gotta lose her! Haha. Am I right? Anyways the bed bug has 
no mouth or eyes. Its face is kind of like a giant straw-slash-nose that inserts anti-coagulants 
and local anesthetics into your bloodstream as it collects nutrients. If I’m going to be honest 
with you guys, and I feel like so far I’ve been pretty honest, sometimes when I’m walking on 
the streets or lying awake at night I like to pretend that I’m a bed bug. Not like, I start acting 
like a bed bug or anything weird. Just like, mentally picturing myself as a bed bug. No sight, no 
words, no mouth—just avid consumption of the one thing that fuels me. Just, above all else, 
pursuance of a singular goal that can be gorged upon, forced down my esophagus. Everything 
would be so simple, so dark; I wouldn’t be able to say so many stupid embarrassing things and 
fuck up every situation that might finally make me happy and my goals and efforts would be 
predetermined and absolute and abundantly achievable. Umm. You guys get that right? Cool. 
Yeah so the bed bug can consume 3 times its body weight in blood in one meal. Crazy haha.
 Side note. You know sometimes I have to travel very long distances to give these pre-
sentations. Across state lines! It’s neat- they give me money and I rent a nice mini-van, and I 
have my company card which I can use for 20 dollars of food per day and I get to eat taco bell 
while driving my minivan on the empty road singing along to songs I liked when I was 16 and 
that I still like today. It’s fun, right? I even get to stay in hotels. They put me up, treat me like a 
king, sweet gig actually. I have a confession though. Right, so I know that bed bugs are spread 
by travel, and that hotels are often infested with them, and that it would be prudent to check 
for bed bugs in my hotel rooms, but I don’t. Like I just think about it the whole time and I know 
it would only take 5 minutes, but I don’t. It’s like, on one hand I feel kind of like a risky badass. 
Like I’m just traveling around the country in my minivan and I don’t give a fuck if I spread pest 
infestations around. Bad. Fucking. Ass. And on the other hand, it’s like I’m scared. Not scared 
of the bed bugs, but like, scared of committing to bed bug-dom. Bed bug-hood. The state of 
being inextricably linked to the world of bed bugs. Like I love my job obviously and everything 
but, I’m not like, a ‘bed bug guy’. This is just what I do. It isn’t who I am. Once I start checking 
for bed bugs in my hotels, then I become the type of person who would check for bed bugs in 
hotels, and I refuse that. I know it doesn’t matter and that no one would see but I reject it. I’m 
rebelling against my own company for the sake of self-preservation, and no one even knows 
it. Well now you know it. Whatever.
 I feel like this is about the part of the presentation where I start losing people, like where 
you start dozing off or taking out your phones or what have you. So I like to do some fun audi-

ence participation here! Who can tell me, which of these four pictures of bites were caused by 
bed bugs? Is it that giant boil-looking one on that guy’s neck? The ones that are small and kind 
of pus filled and all in a row on that girl’s arm? Which of these gross pictures is caused by the 
things that live in your bed? No guesses? Really? No one? Okay, well… it’s all of them! All of 
these pictures are bed bug bites because bed bugs affect different people differently and can 
leave all sorts of marks on them. This isn’t really helpful for you to know, because it doesn’t 
help you determine whether you have bed bugs or not or if they’re biting you or whatever, but 
it is kind of fun to look at your stupid faces trying to figure out this dumb, disgusting question. 
Man I love my job. 
 …By love I mean that there are things about my job that make me love it, or more like 
there are things that I love about my job. I mean, I guess honestly, there are just things that I 
don’t mind that make me not dislike my job. Kind of like, if it weren’t for these things that I don’t 

even really like breaking up the awful monotony of the day, I might jab myself in the eye with 
my pen and use my business cards to leave papercuts underneath my fingernails and on my 
scrotum. Haha. I’m kidding, obviously. But it’s sort of a life or death ordeal, these little things, 
these precautionary games I play with myself. So excuse me for making you look at all of 
these gross pictures, but I’m pretty sure it’s important for my mental health. 
 Fuck. I shouldn’t—I really just shouldn’t even say that. Why are you looking at me like 
that? I’ve watched Youtube videos on how to read body language and it looks like you’re con-
cerned. What are you concerned about? Am I upsetting you? Is this too personal? No? Just 
tell me. I’m not going on with the presentation until you tell me what you’re thinking. I’ve ru-
ined myself, haven’t I? I’ve actualized the things that keep me sane and now they won’t work 
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anymore. Now it’s a crutch. Oh god. Fuck. Why would you bring that up?—that my games, 
showing you gross bed bug bite pictures, jerking off in the bathroom to feel anti-authoritarian 
and promiscuous, leaving pieces of my hair on and around my bosses keyboard before he 
gets in to the office in the morning, it’s all mechanized. It’s repetitive, predictable, and worst of 
all, a necessary component of the stupid system itself. Like, my resistance to monotony is part 
of the monotony, a measured attempt to regulate myself against regulation. But revealing the 
purpose of these actions destroys their ability to function, their ability to keep me on the tracks, 
performing my job, making my money. What the fuck am I going to do now? What will keep me 
from the self-loathing induced by unrelenting monotony? What impulse will save me once ev-
ery conceivable form of anti-capital resistance has been ripped from my grasp, sucked dry of 
any and all power to incite change? When I cry myself to sleep at night, lamenting the next day 
of uncanny, mild unpleasantness, what thoughts will distract me from the meaninglessness of 
all my pseudo-achievements, the futility of legacy, the overwhelming thought that death— a 
big fat zero— will always be greater than the sum of the negative emotions I experience every 
goddamn day. I am going to blow my brains out after this presentation. I am literally going to 
finish servicing your anti-pesticide, pro-environment, bed bug information needs, and then I’m 
going to calmly walk to my car, take the gun out of the glove box, and shoot my brains all over 
the hood of my ’03 Civic. So fucking easy. Not a doubt in my mind, it’s the answer.
 So… Bed bugs have really sensitive heat detectors. They can find you based on your 
body heat. And they aren’t nocturnal they’re just active when you’re asleep so if you work at 
night they’ll come out in the day. And their eggs are sticky. Bed bugs can live for a year on 
one meal. They are hard to squish and some people don’t react to their bites. And their eggs 
are sticky. I—I can’t remember where I was. What time is it? I’m feeling really, really hot. Like 
feverishly hot. Like I’m a bed bug in a dryer and I’m about to dehydrate and explode. Like I’m 
manic. I need to sit down. Can someone grab me a chair? Please?
 Thanks. This is just evidence. I do really need to kill myself, like I said. It’s… it’s essen-
tial. But who’s gonna clean up my brains, do you think? What kind of shit job does somebody 
have to have to be the guy who cleans the brains off of shitty cars in the parking lots of com-
munity centers? There’s got to be a position for that—the bureaucracy has a job for every-
thing. But see, like that’s the problem right here. They want you and me to feel like we have a 
role. Every one of us. I’m the bed bug guy, even though I’m not a ‘bed bug guy’, and you are 
just other types of guys like maybe you’re a tools guy or maybe you’re a waiter guy or maybe 
you’re a numbers guy or maybe you’re a god-forsaken wiping-brains-off-the-hoods-of-cars 
guy. None of them matter. None of these types speak to the individuals behind the type. We 
are all individuals and we are all everything- we can each be any type of guy we want. But they 
just keep forcing these masks on our faces, forcibly condemning us to miserable, ceaseless 
day-to-day lives. 
 Am I ranting up here? You bet. Someone needs to hear all this. I can’t be the only one 
thinking about this shit. I don’t know if I’m smarter than everyone else or if I’m just a more 
aware person or what but it seems like no one else notices these things and maybe I should 
just keep going. I can’t breathe though. Just give me a minute. Just think about killing bed 
bugs. Picture it. Picture winning. Hold on.
 Anyways where was I? Oh so yeah and then you see people who you think have it 
better than you and you think at first how that person’s life is probably great and how you’d 
really like to be them and do the things they do. But then you realize that you’re wrong and 
those types of thoughts are exactly what they want you to think. They want you to work hard 
and try and try so that one day you can have that better life that someone else has, except it’s 

no better! It isn’t, it’s just a different sort of monotony that you don’t even want once you have 
it. Life’s a grind. Life’s a big ol’ grind unless you revert to anarchism and subsistence farming 
but even that is impossible because of all the insane state technology that can track you and 
find you and force you to pay taxes and murder you. So that’s why it all has to happen. Does 
that make sense? I need to kill myself because my protection from reality is shattered and the 
realness of reality is pouring through these super-real cracks. I’m going to cause myself to die. 
I’m going to murder myself before they can. Good luck with your bed bugs. Hope you kill them 
just like I’m killing me. See ya. Bye. I’m dying. Right now.
 Unless… I just, well, now I feel indebted to you. I mean aside from the guy in the back 
who just left. The rest of you. You all look so concerned—so, with me. It’s like you understand 
what I’m saying and actively want to help. Well maybe not actively because no one has really 
gotten up or done anything for me yet, beside that guy who got me the chair, thanks, or even 
like—well couldn’t you guys have at least asked some good questions? But whatever, you 
seem like good people. Caring people. People that would never oppress me or track me or 
see me as ‘the bed bug guy’. You’re right in front of me. I can touch you, see you, understand 
that you understand me. You get me, right? You’re looking at me, not past me, right? Good. I 
knew it. I can tell.
 You people in the audience might just know me better than anyone has ever known 
me before, listening to me holler and complain like that. What if, and this is a big what if, I can 
avoid death and depression and the sort of confinement one achieves through regular con-
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finement one achieves through regular contact with fellow white-collar employees? What if 
you, you, all are the answer? What if I can transcend all my hang-ups and bad-slash-negative 
thoughts about the government by seeing you as a group of real life people with real, tangible 
problems that I can help you with? Like, do you think that’s enough? Can speaking to you all 
plainly and directly affect some kind of change in the world to make my existence worthwhile? 
Can I do that? Can the transference of experience and knowledge evade time, sending a wave 
of goodwill streaking across humanity long after I die and long after my name is forgotten and 
my family line broken, like an imploded star sending its light bouncing around the universe? 
Can life be made tolerable through other people? After a lifetime of inadequate people and 
self-centered friends letting me down and disappointing me, letting me run myself into a pro-
verbial ditch, can this room of randomly amalgamated strangers, unified by a happenstance 
run-in with bed bugs and a desire to find pesticide-free solutions to all pest problems, set my 
soul free from its first-world, second-rate cage? Can I make everything worth it by doing a 
good thing? Can you all be the salt that preserves my soul, at least for now? Just for right now? 
We’ll see. We will see who is the infested and who is the infestation, the exterminator and the 
pest. We will see what genuine human goodness can do for a single, heroic man standing 
before a crowded room of 17 or even 18 people who desperately need his advice in order to 
trudge through their own, otherwise-cheerful-but-currently-ruined-by-bed-bugs, real lives. I’ll 
be your hero! Your champion! You can all sleep soundly every night knowing that I did some-
thing selfless. I endured my life to make yours better! Wait—but like, not even just me! We can 
all do this! We can make it through together if we just focus on doing things instead of having 
thoughts! We are a collective machine of goodness, making things for other people. My name 
is Al Miller and I am a bed bug guy (a bed bug guy!) who’s going to save my soul and everyone 
else’s by shouting non-pesticide solutions to pest problems at the top of my lungs!
 Okay—OKAY. Where do you think most bed bugs are found? Where do most people 
report seeing bed bugs? In the mattress, right? RIGHT? Wrong! The box spring is the most 
common place to find bed bugs. There are more places for them to hide and fewer movement 
to upset them and they feel safe and secure when it’s dark and no one is forcing them to move 
or do anything-- ANYTHING. So if you’re looking for bed bugs, the mattress is not the only 
place to check! I’ve seen bed bugs in alarm clocks. Literally, living in alarm clocks, crawling 
between the cracks to sleep and crawling back out to suck your blood. Okay well I mean I 
haven’t seen that, I’ve never actually seen a bed bug infestation. But I HAVE seen my boss 
tell me that she saw that, and I believe her. Agh I shouldn’t do that! I shouldn’t discredit myself. 
You are all looking to me for answers! I can’t let you down with this wishy-washy bullshit! You 
need a strong leader, the Vladmir Putin of bed bugs, the anti-pesticide patriarch, a genuine 
21st century white-collar stoic, to tell you firmly and resolutely what your problem is. No filler, 
no stutter. Fuck the rest of these slides, let’s just move right on to solutions, because that’s 
what I think we should talk about and I’m right.
 Don’t use pesticides, they are bad for you and will cause you physical harm. Do use 
heat to kill bed bugs. Put your shit in a dryer and steam clean your infested furniture and then 
check again in a few days and if you still have bed bugs KEEP DOING IT UNTIL THEY ARE 
ALL GONE. Again and again and again put them in the machine again and again and again 
and wash it again and again and again and check it again and again and again and if it’s bor-
ing I don’t care there is one path and it is called repetition your problems will be solved YOUR 
PROBLEMS WILL BE SOLVED repetition is the key to repetition is the answer monotonously, 
methodically work through the problem until it no longer exists. That’s it. That’s all you need to 
know about bed bugs and life. I don’t need to keep you here for hours. You don’t need to know 

the history of the bed bug. You don’t need to go to college. 5 minutes of information- BOOM, 
I just changed your life. BOOM- I improved your life through providing services and succinct 
solutions to your problems. BOOM- you’re welcome you’re welcome you’re welcome. Life has 
meaning and I just proved it by showing you that I can perform a basic task for other people. 
BOOM BOOM BAM- too much knowledge and thinking are the enemy and also the breeding 
grounds for unhappiness. BOOM. Go forth and rid yourself of bed bugs and tell those fuck-
ers that they can thank Al Miller for their imminent destruction. You’re a garbage guy. You’re 
a doctor gal. You’re a painter guy. You’re a type. You’re a type. BAM- go be your type. Go do 
things for people. BAM. Boom Boom Boom- visit antipesticide.com and click “rate” and type in 
my name and give me 5 stars so that I get a pay increase because I deserve it because I just 
changed your life. Boom boom boom boom boom- thank you. Thank you. Pew pew pew, I love 
my job. Boom boom boom.
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